
Six Really Good Novels at the Nichols Library 

At the top of the new book shelf at the Nichols Library are six new novels that got a positive nod form 

the critics but which also make for absorbing reading.    

In “The Children’s Crusade,” Ann Packer “flawlessly executes the difficult feat of re-creating an era a 

place in time (the 1960s and 70s) though the history of one family.”  The Blair’s (Bill, a doctor, his wife 

Penny and their four children) take up residence in the hills near Palo Alto, CA in the late 1950s. By the 

middle of the 60s, the family ties are unraveling.  Kirkus Reviews found “The Children’s Crusade” a 

“marvelously absorbing novel.” 

In “Whispering  Shadows” Jan Philipp-Sendker,  has crafted a tale about a bereft man whose aimless 

existence is given meaning—and put into grave danger—when he helps an old friend, a Chinese 

homicide detective, find the truth behind the murder of an American businessman.  Equal parts crime 

thriller, romance, and the impact of China’s Cultural Revolution, this novel is at its heart “a story about 

the burden of survival.’  Philipp Sendker “astonishes” novel has created something “original, thrilling and 

moving (NY Times).” 

In “The Dream Lover”, Elizabeth Berg leaves behind personal dramas a story based on the life of novelist 

George Sand.   Aurore Dupin, a free-spirited young woman leaves her loveless marriage in the French 

countryside for a bohemian life in Paris, in which she becomes literary icon George Sand. Berg alternates 

between scenes from Aurore's  childhood and tales of her adult affairs. " Expansively researched yet 

intimately imagined, George Sand may be the ultimate Berg heroine.” 

In “I Refuse by Per Petterson (“Out Stealing Horses”), a successful financier unexpectedly encounters an  

estranged childhood friend,  who he sees fishing off a bridge during his  early-morning commute. 

Petterson unfolds  the story of their relationship in passages  that switch between time periods and  

narrators.  “Set against a stark landscape, this is a brilliant, meditative story about how one small, 

impulsive act can have an irrevocable impact upon one’s life, as well as a rippling effect upon the lives of 

others (Publishers Weekly).” 

“A slant of Light” by Jeffrey  Lent  opens with a scene of shocking violence, as Malcolm Hopeton 

confronts the hired hand who plundered his farm and stole his wife, while Hopeton was fighting in the 

Civil War.   The complexities of relationships past and present in this small, tightly knit western New York 

community unfold as powerful men maneuver to gain clemency for Hopeton as a justified avenger. 

Meanwhile, Hopeton’s memories reveal that the truth is more complicated.  Lents “prose is 

magnificent” and “stirs both head and heart with powerful grace (Kirkus Reviews).” 

Alexander McCall-Smiths” “Emma : a Modern Retelling” catapults snobbish matchmaker Emma 

Woodhouse into the 21st century.  His latter-day Emma possesses the  wit and controlling tendencies of  

Austen's heroine.   Fans of the original may cringe at some of the modernizing plot elements ( the young 

vicar's nouveau riche wife is recast as a TV talent show contestant, while Harriet Smith is changed from 

an illegitimate child to the progeny of a single mother and a sperm donor).   Nevertheless, McCall Smith 



paints and  ultimately fond portrait of a young woman “whose hubris causes complete chaos before 

she's forced to acquire some humility and self-knowledge.”   

Crime readers, meanwhile, can look for new crime stories by Donna Leon, Stuart Woods, and Lisa 

Scottoline.   Nora Roberts offers romantic suspense in “The Liar’.   “Kidnapped” by R. L. Stevenson, the 

story of a young man forced into indentured servitude, is the latest in our growing collection of audio 

classics.  For non-fiction readers , Jonathan Horn’s  “The Man who Would not be Washington”  looks at 

Robert E. Lee’s decision to decline command of the union armies. “KL” by Nikolaus Wachsmann offers 

an unprecedented account of the Nazi concentration camps, from their origins as detention centers for 

political enemies to their more familiar role as salve labor and extermination camps.   Finally,  in  

“Erasing Death”,  Sam Parnia  offers convincing arguments that there is a continuation of consciousness 

after physical death.  

  


